SALMON RIVER CAMP

Yellowpine, Idaho

The owners originally contacted Edgewood in 2004 after having seen a special Edgewood Home built in Breckenridge, CO.
featured in a national magazine. Their wishes were to recreate this home’s feel, look, and finish details only with a new custom
architectural design that was perfectly suited to their family and their unique site in Idaho.
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SALMON RIVER CAMP

Yellowpine, Idaho
Square Footage: 3970 sf
Location: Yellowpine, ID
Bedrooms / Baths: 3 / 3.5
Built: 2015
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2,300 sq.ft.

Services by Edgewood: Master site/project planning,
Architectural Design/Structural
Engineering, Interior and
Lighting Design, Delivery, On-site
Installation of Edgewood’s
Custom Weathertight Materials
Package
Package Details: Custom Full Log Package consisting of massive 13” ave. diameter log
walls, loft, and 16” ave. diameter log
roof structure.Custom solid wood
windows and doors with precut log
bucks around. Edgewood’s
Proprietary Thermal Blanket Roof
Framing System.®
Special Features: Edgewood’s proprietary engineered
architectural Glass Forest®, Custom
Stair System
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Testimonial from the Owner:
“Our family long dreamed of a fishing cabin in the backcountry. Researching architects and log packages, Brian’s
Edgewood Log Homes was at the top of the list for two reasons.
The first reason was that his designs were reminiscent of
classic western lodges also incorporating window elements
to capture outside views. The second reason was that Brian’s
log package approach limited shrinkage while utilizing big
logs with hand hewn characteristics. Working with Brian
through final design and construction, we were pleased that
he was always available and patiently answered our numerous
questions. Ever diligent to the smallest details and finish
selections, we grew to rely on his experience as we faced
many choices to complete the project. When we started the
project we hoped the final product would be a place to enjoy
extended family time. With Brian’s big logs, stunning views,
and attention to classic details it is all that and more, it is
spectacular. We thank Brian and his team for helping us
realize our dream, one that will delight many of our generations
to come.”
- Greg Hanggi
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